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News Update
Welcome to Andrew Robinson, who was recently
co-opted to the Near Media Co-op Committee of
Management. Andrew, as many of you will know,
is the presenter and producer of The Brief on
Nearfm. Congratulations also to our radio
coordinator Sally Galliana who was recently
elected as President of AMARC Europe, the body
which represents community radio across Europe.
And many congratulations to Ciaran Murray, Near
Media Co-op Project Coordinator who was elected
President of the Community Media Forum of
Europe (CMFE). So, lots of good news to
celebrate and this edition of the newsletter has
lots more good news stories.
Thanks to all the staff and volunteers who
contributed to this edition of the newsletter. Don’t
forget you can contact me (dave@near.ie) if you
want to contribute to any edition.
Dave O Connor
Editor/Secretary Near Media Co Op

AMARC Europe President Sally Galliana and the newly
elected Committee,
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Attack of the cybers
In the last edition of the newsletter, we told you that we
were investigating a number of childish and vexatious
email messages that were sent from a few @near.ie
accounts by someone. We’ve been busy investigating this
matter and having engaged a solicitor and an expert in
Data breaches, we are confident that progress is being
made. We expect a result very soon. In the meantime, we
remind you to be careful about passwords and email
access.

Pat Guerin - RIP

If you use social media to promote your
involvement with Near Media Co -op, then you
need to abide by the Social Media Policy. It's in
the Operations and Procedures Manual on the
website. Be familiar with it and remember - all
views stated by you on social media are your
own. And you need to state this.

Nearfm is very proud to announce that its radio
coordinator, Sally Galiana, has been elected President of
AMARC Europe at their General Assembly in Montpelier
in France. AMARC is the World Association of
Community Radio Broadcasters. (www.amarc.ord) Sally
has been working with Nearfm since 1997, and has been
particularly involved in developing Inter-cultural Training
and programming. Her other key areas of programming
and training are also in minority language programming
and literature and reading initiatives. A fluent French,
Spanish and English speaker Sally lives in Finglas with
her family.
Nearfm has had another president of AMARC Europe,
when former Chairperson, Jack Byrne, served in that role
in 2002-2002.

Five Sound and Vision Funded Radio Series were
launched in the Mansion House in early May. Lord
Mayor Naoise O Muiri welcomed all the producers on
the occasion.

The Annual General Meeting of Near Media Co-op
takes place on Wednesday 26th June this year at
7.30pm in the Chanel Hospitality Suite (Parnells),
Coolock. All shareholders are invited to attend and to take
part in this important democratic process. There are very
few opportunities in this country to own and have a say in
the running of any media. This is the opportunity for
shareholders to take that opportunity. All other staff and
volunteers are also welcome to attend as guests.

Just over 900,000 Adults 18+ are currently served
by 24 fully licenced Community Radio stations -
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Studio Output Levels

The ideal meter level on the studio mixer is 6.

Next time you are in the studio have a look at the levels
when you talk and playback music and then look at the
levels when the promo’s start...this will give you some
idea of the output. Use your headphones to monitor the
levels. Otherwise you risk being very loud, or indeed
very quiet, and listeners will tune out.
All levels have been preset to the 12 o’clock position on
the trims (volume knobs)...and if really need to adjust
anything it should be adjusted from here (but you
shouldn’t need to adjust any levels!!)
Under no circumstances should any presenter adjust
output levels from any of the studio computers. If you
notice a problem tell Sally or Gay. Levels are set for a
reason, and incorrect adjustments can lead to
transmitter over modulation, which can be costly.
Studio Rules
The Red Light on means don’t enter!! Studio duty
personnel may need to enter in certain circumstances.
Headphones – Use them. ! You can’t monitor your
voice and other output levels without them. Maybe,
you’re not being heard? You’ll never know, without
headphones.
Guest Microphones – Monitor their levels. Are you
using the right fader? Remember to use prefade listen
beforehand.

Computers are funny things. They don’t like
to be messed with, they don’t like software
installed without permission, they don’t like
the threat of a virus.
Near Media Co Op has invested heavily in
its IT infrastructure, and is the envy of many
other community media groups. There is a
dedicated IT Unit which maintains all our
computer network. Please don’t go messing
or fiddling with settings, don’t install
software – just leave them as they are, and
if you notice a problem, talk to Gay or
Gavin.

Drinks – Liquids are a no no anywhere near radio
equipment.
Papers – Bring them in for your programme. Take them
away afterwards!! Messy studios lead to messy
programme.
Start on time – Finish on Time. Leave room for
promos. Don’t leave the next presenter waiting!!

WWW.TWITTER.COM/NEARFM
@NEARFM

RULE OF THUMB. LEVELS
FROM BOTH THE LEFT AND
RIGHT CHANNELS SHOULD BE
PEAKING AROUND 6
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Nearfm doesn’t have Ad breaks, so
don’t say - “ and now the Ads”. We have
promo breaks and some local
businesses donate money in return for a
regular scripted on-air mention. Just
refer to the ‘break’ or ‘station
announcements’, or even ‘promo break’.

And don’t forget that we are now announcing the
station as Nearfm. And the frequency? 90.3!!

Never – ever – leave the studio with nobody there.
Always ring one of the emergency numbers, if you
are unsure who is due in.
Nearchoice Pilot Project

Andrew Robinson, who was recently coopted to the Near Media Co-op Committee
of Management.
.

A sense of Humanism – Thursdays @
3.00pm
"Do you have any thoughts about religion? Its
place in the home? In schools? In the
Constitution? In Dáil Éireann? In the Courts?
In hospitals? Have you anything to say about
religion - for or against it, in whole or in parts
- that you would like to share with Nearfm
listeners? Do you see a clash between
religious faith and human reasoning? Chris
Morris is an agnostic Humanist: he does not
know the answers to questions such as: who
[or what] created everything - and if your
answer is God, then who or what created
God? Who or what designed men and
insect? Who or what - OK we can ask lots of
questions, but if you have any answers, or
even interesting ideas, suggestions or
grievances, leave your contact details with
Nearfm Reception (reception@near.ie )and
Chris will get in touch with a view to
arranging a friendly interview at a time and

place to suit you.

IT’S A SECOND CHANCE, IT’S ANOTHER
CHOICE – IT’S NEAR CHOICE
WEEKEND OVERNIGHTS FROM 11.30PM

Every Saturday and Sunday night for the next
three months, Nearfm will be piloting
Nearchoice. Broadcasting from 11.30pm to
8.00am Nearchoice will showcase all our sound
and vision programmes. It's a second chance,
another choice, it’s Nearchoice.
Production – Sound and Vision
Sound & Vision projects currently in production are
Lovers of Life, The Frank Harte Festival, Reading
Together, To the ends of the Earth, Babel Atha
Cliath, Drama on the Northside, Irelands Oceans,
Festivals from the Northside We wish all the
respective production teams the best of luck with their
projects.
Near FM received the results of the projects
submitted to S&V Round 17 and we are delighted to
announce we were successful with 6 applications
which are Pobal Chluian Tarbh (Irish language
series), Bookworms (Primary school series),
Understanding Irish Muslims (Contemporary
society series), Telling our own Story (Historical
series on Near Media Co-op), The Long Way Home
(Local organisation series) & Reinterpreting 1913
(Arts/history series). Production is under way on
some of these series and we wish the production
teams the best of luck.

Results from round 18 are expected back in
early September.
Ideas for round 19 are now being welcomed,
contact ciaran@near.ie or paul@near.ie
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Brit Du Founet is working on a GMO programme for
Nearfm, which will feature Michael O’Callaghan.
Michael is the founder and director of the Global
Vision project and of the Global Vision Foundation, a
non-profit NGO based in Geneva. He is a Swiss-born
Irish information-artist, film producer / director,
environmental campaigner, author, and consultant.
He is an autodidact with a trans-disciplinary
background in systems theory, cybernetics,
anthropology, psychology, sustainable development,
art, music, and media production, with 40 years of
engagement in the global movement for a sustainable
future.
He sees the global crisis as a cognitive, psychocultural and artistic challenge. His primary interest is
to create related contexts of information or situations
which evoke the pattern that connects the global
crisis to our own way of seeing it.
Michael conceived the Global Vision project in 1972,
and founded Global Vision Corporation, a Non
Governmental Organisation accredited to the United
Nations Commission on Sustainable Development
(since renamed Division for Sustainable
Development, UN Department of Economic and
Social Affairs), to implement the project in 1982.
His work is supported by an international network of
partners and sponsors.

We are sad to announce the death of one of our
CE staff, Pat Guerin. Pat worked here for the
past two years on Northside Today, but mainly
with Tony Fitzsimons on Majority World, and it
was here that he showed his passion for human
rights and social justice. Pat was a long time
anti-racism campaigner and had done trojan
work over the years with the much maligned
Roma community. Indeed he had plans to run
training with the Roma in Nearfm this Autumn.
Pat was always helpful and friendly. He’ll be
sadly missed. Ar dheis Dé go raibh a anam.
Ignacio Irigoien has produced a 5 part series of
programmes called Let’s Celebrate This series
of five programmes looks at a number of
national/international awareness days
celebrated every year in Ireland. The
days/festivals vary from cultural celebrations in
the form of festivals such as ‘Africa Day’, ‘Pride
Festival’ and ‘International Migrants Day’ to
days and events organised for people who
share the same needs and interests such as
‘Soccerfest’ and ‘International Day for People
with disabilities’.
The programmes are now up on podcast
http://nearfm.ie/podcast/category/documentaries
/lets-celebrate/
New Nearfm Programmes
Ethno Radio with David O’ Brien, Tuesdays @
6.30pm – Music from around the world
The Local Takeover with Thomas Moran every
Wednesday at 4.30pm – Local DJs and music
th

Michael O’Callaghan

Near fm was the first radio station in the
country (community, state, or commercial)
to podcast programming.

Random Notes will be presented on 26 June
by Sarah McLoughlin and Adam Burford
Dave O’Connor is taking a break from Nears
Golden Years on Saturdays. Gerry Maguire is
on air from 8am in his place.
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Who’s on Twitter? Are you?
Follow @nearfm @neartv @nearfmbtl @pridetimenearfm
@oconnear @djdaley @craol
@backtrackingnow @localbizmatter @ARobinsonBL
@nearfmsessions @eoindrinan @pcnear
@ciaranmurray13 @aleaking @meyerdh
@leftofthedialr @aoifeniccanna @drkeithredmond
@jessiblah @nearrecords @athleticdj @peterpolitics
@leftofthedial @budhais @thebluecafe1
@lesliemurphy1 @eoindrinan
@pasionara31566 @dbspin @gerleddin @riggersdublin
@colmmarren @cmfe_eu
If you want to join our network send a tweet to @nearfm
and we’ll follow you too.
Faces and Places
The first episode of Neartv’s new
magazine show profiling people places
and events in the Dublin area. This
episode takes a look at an annual
international tournament hosted by St.
Kevin’s Football Club,
travels to
Newbridge House and Farm to hear some
alternative methods in farming and
carpenter/woodturner Chris Lawlor shows
us some of his techniques in creating
some of his fabulous pieces.
http://neartv.ie/faces-places-episode-1/

In Episode 2 of the new magazine show
focusing on Dublin we take a look at the
Five lamps Arts Festival in Marino College
which showcases all manners of art
including theatre music and painting
predominantly from the local communities.
Included in this episode is singer
songwriter Dayo from Dayo and the
Swingfolk, a production of Shakespeare’s
Macbeth a puppet crafting workshop for
kids and an interview with a local art club
who show off some of their work.
http://neartv.ie/faces-places-ep-2/

Use the hash tags #nearfm #neartv #community radio and
we might even start a trend!!
RASP
Rehabiliation & Support Programme (RASP) based in
Belcamp is the only rehabilitation centre in the Dublin 17
area. Participants in RASP produced a Radio programme
about different experiences of addiction. In this video we
meet some of the participants who took part in the
production of the Radio series, as well as the Pat Hanna,
general manager of RASP.
http://neartv.ie/rasp/
Upcoming events
The upcoming event 'OURmedia Dublin 2013 conference'
maybe of interest to you.
OURMEDIA: Dealing with crisis: Community, Alternative
th
Citizens’ and social media in times of change June 24 &
th
25 hosted by DCTV, CRAOL and Dublin Community
Media Forum.
For more details you can go to the Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/OuRmediaDublin2013 and the
event page for "What News Does Dublin Need?":
https://www.facebook.com/events/333175390146507/.
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ENVIRO is an environmental programmme
running on Nearfm 90.3 for the past 14 years. It is
lead by John Haughton with Britt Du Founet and
Joe Dunne as panelists, researchers and co
broadcasters. It deals with global environmental
issues such as global warming, fluoride in water or
GMO food, and also local issues such as
environmental projects in local schools, or
communities...It also includes human right
interests.

It airs every Mondays ( except Bank holidays)
between 3.30 pm and 4.30 pm ...
If you want your project to be included, email us at
enviro@nearfm.ie

John Haughton and Britt Du Founet

nd

On Sunday June 2 Near FM broadcast live match
coverage from the FAI Junior Cup Final between
Sheriff YC and Kilbarrack UTD in the Aviva Stadium.
Sheriff were crowned Champions winning on penalties
after extra time.
The two teams met a week and a half later on June
11th in the Nivea for Men AUL Cup semi-final from the
AUL Complex in Clonshaugh. Sheriff again came out on
top winning 3-2 on penalties. These broadcasts were
supported by the BAI S&V scheme as part of the
Northside Football series.
Catch the podcast of st Kevins v’s Sheriff
http://nearfm.ie/podcast/st-kevins-boys-vs-sheriff-yc-fullmatch-podcast/

Approximately 602,000 adults 18+ are
aware of a local community radio
station and approximately 370,000
have ever listened to one of the
stations - Red C and Grey Heron
Media 2012
New Committee of Management Member.
Andrew Robinson was recently co opted to
the Committee of Management, Andrew is
the presenter and producer of 'The Brief'
Near FMs' legal affairs programme. Now in
it’s second year, the programme is a weekly
hour long magazine show which looks at
the latest news in the legal world. Regular
contributors to the show include academics,
lawyers and politicians. Andrew also makes
contributions to other radio programmes
mainly on law, current affairs and politics.
Andrew became a volunteer with Nearfm in
2012.
Andrew is also a barrister in practice in the
Four Courts. His main areas of practice are
Chancery, banking, mortgage and
commercial law. Andrew is also one of the
original members of New Beginning, a not
for profit organisation which is attempting to
help solve the personal insolvency crisis in
Ireland.

The Festival of Community Television
will be held again this year on the last
th
th
weekend in July (26 & 27 ) in the Ireland
Institute. For more details closer to the time
you can go to www.dctv.ie

LISTEN AGAIN AND CATCH UP
AT NEAR.IE
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Nearfm runs induction training to volunteering with
the station 2-3 times and year have trained over 300
people living in Dublin North over the last 5 years.
Committee of Management Update.
Near Media Co Op Committee of Management meets
every Month. Here’s a sample of what went on at the April
and May meetings.

Members of the Roma Integration
Association visited Near FM recently to
explore how a series of radio programmes
in the Romani language & targeting a
Romani audience could be developed.
-

Photo taken by the late Pat Guerin

You can find Nearfm on free radio apps like
TuneinRadio and Wunderradio

If you’re reading a hard copy of the
newsletter but would like a delivery to your
inbox every edition – subscribe.
It’s free and easy too.
Email gavin@near.ie
Dates to Remember
6 July – International Day of Co-operatives
9 August – International Day of the World’s
Indigenous People
12 August – International Youth Day

Nearchoice – Friday and Saturday
nights from 11.30pm

Sue O’Neill gave a short presentation to the Committee.
She had conducted research among young people aged
18-25 years. This followed on from previous research that
showed a low level of engagement of young people with
Near Media Co-op. 87 people were surveyed, including
youth leaders from Sphere 17. In general, the research
showed a lack of understanding of community media
among the group.
Recommendations included:
A youth leader awareness campaign
Mentor young people on work experience
Provide a young persons training course
Provide ongoing training for current volunteers.
Shannette Budhai had circulated a draft policy document
to the Committee for consideration. Following discussion
the committee agreed that the policy could be adopted,
subject a few minor grammatical amendments. It was
agreed that there were operational elements of the policy
that will require further consideration and discussion, and
implementation across areas such as training and
governance.
The Committee also approved a number of governance
policies including Conflict of Interest and Register of
Directors Interests.
A data protection and privacy policy is being worked on,
while Alan Weldon gave a presentation on Near Records,
Dorothee Meyer Holtkamp updated on Outreach and
Deborah Gaffney presented Q1 2013 Google analytics
and website statistics.
You can read more about members of the committee on
our website – http://nearfm.ie/about-the-media-co-op/
-

Dave O’Connor, Secretary, Near Media Co-op
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Story? is a five part radio series exploring topics that interest
and affect young people from the Darndale & Coolock areas
of Dublin. The series is produced by 15-17 year olds who
attend the Sphere 17 Regional Youth Service in Darndale,
Dublin 17. Prior to production the young people engaged in
community media training at Near Media Co-op, Coolock.
The series uses a magazine format which includes studio
content, location interviews, panel discussions, inserts and
voxpops. Narration and links are recorded to tie together the
programmes. Music is used sparingly to create mood and a
sense of place. Each programme also features a relevant
piece of music.
The topics covered for the series are Bullying, Cigarettes &
Alcohol, Youth in Community, Aspirations/Role-models and
Sex & Relationships. These topics have been carefully
chosen by the young people in workgroups with support from
Sphere 17 & Near FM staff.

The production team at the launch of Story? In
Sphere 17 on Tuesday June 11th

As well as the voices and opinions of the young people we
also hear from adults including youth workers, drugs
counselors, teachers, community activists, parents and
relevant professional practitioners.
Programmes broadcast dates
th
1. Youth in the Community – Wed June 12 @ 6.00pm
th
2. Bullying - Wed June 19 @ 6.00pm
th
3. Cigarettes & Alcohol - Wed June 26 @ 6.00pm
rd
4. Aspirations & Role Models - Wed July 03 @ 6.00pm
th
5. Sex & Relationships - Wed July 10 @ 6.00pm
Listen on the wireless Near FM 90.3 or online
http://nearfm.ie/listen-online/ & watch out for the podcast
http://nearfm.ie/podcast/category/documentaries/storydocumentaries/
Production team
Hannah Lynch, Shannon Murphy, Dylan Warde, Niamh
Cooney, Andrew ‘Twiggy’ Menton, Neil Doyle
Series Producer & Editor
Alan Weldon
Assistant producers from Sphere 17
Stephen Blayds & Tara Coleman.
Advisors from Near Media Co-op
Paul Loughran & Dorothee Meyer Holtkamp.

Nearfm Sport at the Aviva

Near Media Coop was involved in the
production of the first European media
training manual from an intercultural
perspective Inter.Media.

Made with the assistance of the Broadcasting Authority of
Ireland Sound & Vision scheme.
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Community Radio – International News
Community Radio Stations operated in coastal
region of Bangladesh are now continuously working
to address the upcoming cyclone “Mahasen” in line
with Standing Orders on Disaster(SOD) of People's
Republic of Bangladesh. Information are being
provided to the community regarding preparedness
for saving their lives ,cattles and assets by 435 staffs
and volunteers and 24,102 listener members of
listeners clubs around the radio stations .

The stations are maintaining full time liaison with the
disaster monitoring cells at District and upazila
levels. They are also keeping contact with Red
Crescent members, Scouts and disaster volunteers
at local levels.Besides, the members of Radio
Listeners Clubs are doing awareness raising
campaign regarding preparedness within their
community, neighbors and relatives.

Considering the importance of the situation, the
community Radio stations situated in coastal zone
namely Community Radio Nalta 99.2 ( Kaliganj,
Satkhira), Community Radio Sundarban 99.2
(Koyra, Khulna), Community Radio Lokobetar 99.2
(Barguna Sadar), Community Rural Radio Krishi
Radio 98.8 (Amtali, Barguna) , Community Radio Naf
99.2 (Cox's bazar,Tekhnaf) and Community Radio
Sagargiri 99.2 (Sitakunda, Chittagong) have already
extended their broadcasting hours.

They are broadcasting special bulletins repeatedly
and draw the attention of all to prepare for facing
“Mahasen”, so that community will be able to take
initiatives in advance and thus the damage can be
reduced. These stations have their preparation to
keep their stations on-air for 24 hours. Generator and
fuels are reserved for alternative power supply, if
there is any disruption in national power supply grid
and hamper the broadcasting.

Community Radio – National News
Our colleagues in Youghal report that work
is well under way on a major new
Community resource for Youghal and the
surrounding rural areas, with the
development of new radio studios, together
with office and training facilities at Nagle
House. This will be the new home of
Community Radio Youghal
(www.youghalradio.com)
The station has well in excess of 100
people actively volunteering in several
capacities. Community Radio Youghal is
registered as an accredited training centre
and began to roll out accredited training
courses in the Summer of 2011 – at little or
no cost to volunteers and at a moderate or
zero cost for non-volunteers

The BAI has released an updated version
of its "Governance Handbook for Industry
Networks - A
Guide for the effective operation of
Management Committees and Boards of
Directors.
The contents of this important publication
handbook are based on an earlier
handbook produced by the Broadcasting
Commission of Ireland as part of the
network Development Project in 2007,
updated in order to reflect the principles
contained in the Governance Code for
Community, voluntary and Charitable
organisations (2012).
http://www.bai.ie/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/201305_BAIsGovernanceHandbookForIndustryNetworks
_PK.pdf
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From the archive....

Celebrating 30 Years of Near Media Co-op

New Studios in the Coolock Development Centre

Another first for Near fm - Refugee Radio Week

.
Launching Near fm in August 1995.
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The Hark Angels celebrates the contribution made to
aviation in Ireland by female pilots and the evolution
of commercial female pilots from the 1970’s up to the
present day.
Listen to the podcast
http://nearfm.ie/podcast/category/documentaries/theharkangels/

nearfm.ie/podcast
104 podcasts have been uploaded in the past 2
months with 20 people trained in how to podcast
their own programming. There have been 612
downloads from the podcast in the past 2 months.
Remember, the best way to promote your
programme is to promote your show online and the
best way to promote your programme online is to
have your programme available online. If you'd like
to be trained in how to podcast your content then
contact gavin@near.ie
If you present a music programme then we can show
you how to set up a mixcloud account and we'll
integrate it into the nearfm website.
Soundcloud
Over the past year we've started uploading selected
programming to Soundcloud and our content has
been proving popular on there.
In the past 2 months we have had 2000 plays and
2766 downloads of our programmes.
The top 5 countries our soundcloud downloads come
from:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Twitter
We have over 1000 followers on twitter so if you are
promoting your programme on there each week then
be sure to mention @nearfm in your tweet so that we
can easily see it and retweet you to our followers.
To the right you can see a good example of using
twitter in this manner.

Ireland
United States
United Kingdom
Canada
France

Facebook
With over 2000 connections. online the Near FM
Facebook account is another great way to promote
your programme. If let us know what is coming up on
your programme each we then we can promote it for
you. Just contact Conor at promotions@near.ie
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At Near Online, we're currently in process of moving
into a new room for our computer training courses.
There's still work to do but classes started back this
week and so far everyone is very happy with the
brighter more spacious area.

Reading Together James Joyce’s Dubliners
every Friday at 6 pm
Why read on your own, when we can read together?
The stories and characters come to life through the
voices of our readers. Dubliners by birth or by
choice, but all reading James Joyce’s Dubliner’s, the
book chosen would be the 2012 Dublin One City One
Book: James Joyce’s Dubliners. It contains fifteen
different short stories that we divided into seven
reading marathons that have become nine radio
programmes. We invited members of the public,
community and voluntary organisations, to take part
in the readings to celebrate Joyce as a storyteller
and to entice readers and audiences to discover the
most accessible writing of the celebrated Dublin
novelist. Two of the stories (Ivy Day at the
Committee Room and A Painful Case) became radio
dramas thanks to the magic of the near drama group.
Now, you can listen to all stories for the next nine
weeks from Friday 21 June, at 6pm. And we will
podcast them too, just in case you miss them on the
day.
The radio programmes will be broadcast on the
following times and dates on Near FM 90. 3 and
online http://nearfm.ie/listen-online/
st

1 - The Dead part 1 – Friday 21 June 6pm
th
2 - The Dead part 2 & Eveline - Friday 28 June
6pm
th
3 - An Encounter & Araby - Friday 5 July 6pm
th
4 - A Mother & The Boarding House - Friday 12
July 6pm
th
5 - Two Gallants & The Sisters - Friday 19 July
6pm
th
6 - A Little Cloud & After the Race - Friday 26
July 6pm
nd
7 – Counterparts & Clay - Friday 2 August 6pm
8 - Ivy Day in the Committee Room & A Painful
th
Case (Dramatisations) - Friday 9 August 6pm
th
9 - Grace - Friday 16 August 6pm
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Recording a Radio Drama – with Near Drama
Currently we're working on an anthology series of
3 radio dramas from local writers in North Dublin.
As it happens two of these productions are
related to James Joyce and we’ve just finished
production on two other radio play adaptations of
James Joyce short stories. All of these dramas
are funded under the Broadcasting Authority of
Ireland’s Sound and Vision scheme, which was
established to provide funding in support of high
quality programmes on Irish culture, heritage and
experience, and programmes to improve adult
literacy.
The St. James Rejoice Boarding House
The first play in the new 3 part anthology series is ‘The St. James Rejoice Boarding House’ by
Jack Byrne. It is a semi-adaptation and interpretation of ‘The Boarding House‘ by James Joyce.
The Near FM Drama group actors have been busy rehearsing the play for a month or so now. We
have a sort of in house drama group in the radio station comprised of actors from several local
drama groups. They would primarily be coming from a stage acting background but many of them
have been working on radio dramas with us for several years now and have gained a lot of
experience in acting for radio.
Setting Up
The radio drama recording equipment is separate to the radio
stations ‘on-air’ equipment. We have a little cabinet located in
the studio where we can neatly store all of the necessary
equipment.
We record the radio dramas using a multi-track recording
system. This means we’ll be able to isolate each actors voice
in post production and play around with the levels and apply
effects where needs be. We have the facility to record up to 8
different actors at the same time but keeping cast sizes down
makes for a easier time for the listener so a 4 mic set up is
generally our maximum.
The mics are arranged in a manner to minimize bleed from the
other actors. Each mic will pick up some amount of the other
actors voices but arranging the mics back to back to each other
in a circle like this cuts down on how much creeps over.
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All 4 mics are set up in studio 2 and connected to studio 3. (Studio 1 is our on-air studio)
All the audio is recorded directly onto a PC. The 4 XLR lines are taken into the PC via a Presonus
Firepod and the audio is sent to the PC over a Firewire cable (IEEE 1394).

We have a 5th mic plugged directly into the Firepod
here in studio 3 which allows us to talk back to the
actors in the studio 2.
The software we use for recording and post
production is Adobe Audition CS6. This is the latest
version in the Audition series and is a big step up
from previous versions.
You can see in the photo on the right that 3 actors
voices each get their own track of audio. Some of
the lines of dialogue are in the main characters
head, with the voices broken into separate tracks
like this we’ll have a much easier time of applying an
echo type filter to the voices to give the impression
that they are interior voices.
As we record we follow along with the script and
make notes listing time indexes where we’ll have to
make edits or cuts later on. This could range from
where we might have heard a slight bang on the mic
stand to an actor needing to repeat a line they didn’t
get right the first time.
The play had been very well rehearsed in this case and recording was a very smooth process.
The actors will have scripts in front of them on the day, so memorising the lines isn’t something
the actors need to spend time on, but they do have to put in the rehearsal time in getting used to
the dialogue.
This current radio drama series will be coming to Near FM later this year and you can hear the
previous work of the Near Drama Group here: http://nearfm.ie/category/programmes/drama/
-

Gavin Byrne

